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STEP ONE:  Summary of Classroom Assignment -  What are you required to do within this assignment? 

 

 

STEP TWO:  Thinking Strategies to Deepen Learning -  How can you create greater depth to your thinking skills and greater 

depth in your overall outcome of this assignment? (choose at least two) 

☒ THINKING PROMPT ICON DEFINITION EXAMPLE 

 Language of the 
Discipline  

Higher level vocabulary that is 
specific to the topic.  Vocabulary 
that experts would use.   

I can use jargons, special phrases, 
new vocabulary, acronyms as 
experts would use. 

 Details  

 

The most important specifics 
about a topic.  Examples that will 
support a main idea.   

I can fully explain parts, traits or 
variables of a concept to ensure 
full understanding. 

 Rules 

 

The structure that underlies the 
rules.   

I can restate the importance of 
structure, order and provide 
reasons to validate my claim. 

 Ethics  

 

The laws or priorities within a 
topic. 

I can describe the moral principles 
or controversies that exist about 
this topic.  

 Changes Over Time 

 

How the topic has changed over 
time.   

I can compare, contrast and 
connect how this topic has 
changed over time. 

 Multiple Perspectives  

 

How this topic is viewed by 
different people.   

I can discuss different viewpoints 
and how individuals would see this 
issue differently.   

 Unanswered Questions  

 

Questions that are unanswered 
to humankind yet.   

I can describe the ambiguity, the 
missing parts or the unresolved 
issues of this topic. 

 

 

 

Student Name: __________________________________________ 

Date __________________________________________________ 

Adapted from Dr. Kaplan's Depth and Complexity  
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STEP THREE:  How to demonstrate the depth of learning  

Can the Planning for Depth strategies that you have added be easily merged with your classroom assignment?  If not, how can 

you demonstrate your knowledge?  Check out this site for 100 ideas:   https://www.experientiallearningdepot.com/experiential-learning-

blog/100-final-product-ideas-for-project-based-learning 

 

 

STEP FOUR:  Consult with your teacher or learning support teacher to discuss your planning thus far. 

STEP FIVE:  Propose your Planning for Depth to your classroom teacher and begin.   

 

STEP SIX:  Post Assignment - Self-evaluate your planning, effort, thinking skills and execution of the project.  How did 

Planning for Depth, deepen your learning?  Discuss with your teacher or learning support teacher. 

 

 ☐ ASSESSMENT LEVELS 

6 ☐ Professional level of performance expected from a professional in the content area 

5 ☐ Advanced level exceeds expectations using the thinking in depth strategies 

4 ☐ Proficient level expected for meeting using the thinking depth strategies 

3 ☐ Progressing level demonstrates movement toward using the thinking in depth strategies 

2 ☐ Novice level demonstrates initial awareness and knowledge of the thinking in depth strategies 

1 ☐ Nonperforming level indicates no effort made to meet thinking in depth strategies   

 
Adapted from Dr. Kanevsky -Roberts and Inman’s Performance Scale[85] 

http://possibilitiesforlearning.com/curriculum-differentiation/product-differentiation-options/feedback-and-assessment/#footnote-85

